Data Fields Included on the List of Proposed Cancellations

**Call #** - Call numbers follow Library of Congress classifications (https://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpsdo/lcco/). Because electronic journal titles do not have Library of Congress call numbers, Libraries' staff have entered this information manually to the extent that it was possible.

**Title** - Titles represent current subscriptions.

**ISSN** - International Standard Serial Number. An ISSN is an 8-digit code used to identify print and electronic newspapers, databases, journals, magazines and periodicals.

**2016 Cost** – Price of the smallest purchasable unit as defined by the vendor.

Note: The SATF calls upon the Libraries to identify titles at the smallest purchasable unit. The report further recommends that any journal package that can be broken and its titles purchased individually should be considered and priced as single resources (smallest purchasable units). Package pricing offers the University considerable cost savings for the bundle of titles contained within that package. When titles are purchased individually, the total cost is considerably more than the package price. The cost in column D reflects vendor pricing if the University were to cancel the entire package and instead purchase a title individually.

**2013-2015 Total Use** – Total number of uses (e.g., article views or performed searches) over the past three calendar years: 2013, 2014, 2015.

Note: print newspaper subscriptions do not have usage data because there is no way to track use for them.

**3-Year CPU** – As defined in the SATF report, CPU (Cost Per Use) is determined by: Cost (a title’s 2016 unit price) multiplied by 3, then divided by Use (total number of uses over the past three years). Full-text journals and databases are weighted differently. Specifically, the SATF recommended a multiplier of five when calculating CPU for databases in order to reduce loss of access to this form of content.

**Access covered by other full-text databases** - Access to titles provided by other full-text databases, including years of coverage and embargo periods.

**Format** -
- *package*: collection of online journal subscriptions only available as a bundle from the vendor
- *package title*: titles currently part of a bundled package but available for individual purchase
- *print*: non-package print journal
- *online*: non-package online journal
- *print + online*: non-package journal only available as a combined print + online purchase
- *databases*: includes data sets, abstracts, citations, and full-text/full-content
- *microfilm*: only active microfilm subscription is the Bellingham Herald
- *print newspapers*: non-package print newspapers